The Favourite Game

This
warm
and
lyrical
semi-autobiographical first novel by
singer-songwriter Leonard Cohen charts
the coming of age of Lawrence Breavman,
the only son of a Jewish Montreal
family.Children show scars like medals.
Lovers use them as secrets to reveal. A scar
is what happens when the world is made
flesh.Lawrence Breavman seeks two
things: love and beauty. Beginning with the
innocent games of delicious misadventure
with first love Lisa and the absorbing
wanders through Montreal with best friend
Krantz, Breavmans tale is a distant echo of
Catcher in the Rye and Portrait of the Artist
as a Young Man injected with 1960s
aesthetics and Cohens unique poetry. As
Breavman grows into a young man, the
emerging writer continues his quest for
beauty and love, finding himself in the
arms of Shell and a burgeoning realisation
of his own talent for appreciating majesty
in the grotesque.Semi-autobiographical, the
angst and beauty of Cohens voice deftly
channel the painful confusion of the
journey into adulthood, and the friendships,
wars and lovers that are our guides.

The Favorite Game [Leonard Cohen] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In this unforgettable novel, Leonard
Cohen boldly etches the youth - 12 min - Uploaded by A Lazy Bastard In A Suit (ALBIAS)A young Leonard Cohen
talks about his first novel: The Favourite Game. Its a third novel The Favourite Game is the first novel by Leonard
Cohen. It was first published by Secker and Warburg in the fall of 1963. In 1959, Cohen was awarded a $2,000excerpts
from Cohens early Kunstlerroman The favorite game: first published 1963. This is a song of a book a lyrical and
exploratory bit of semi-biography! Not until last year did I read his other novel, The Favourite Game, a completely
different experience. Obviously I always knew that LC couldThe Favourite Game [Leonard Cohen] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Favourite Game.Drama The Favourite Game (2003). 1h 41min Drama 28 February 2003
(Canada) The Favourite Game Poster. To live in the Here and Now, and write poems, that isBuy the Paperback Book
The Favourite Game by LEONARD COHEN at , Canadas largest bookstore. + Get Free Shipping on Fiction and
Literature In my opinion, The Favourite Game far surpasses Beautiful Losers (which I read after The Favourite Game)
in terms of style and content. The new (April) issue of Rhythms magazine here in Australia includes the review below
of The Favourite Game, since its just been releasedThe Favorite Game has 2929 ratings and 205 reviews. biography of
Leonard Cohen Im Your Man, The Favourite Game is a semi- autobiographical work.What about the argument that
[Leonard Cohen] fails women [in The Favourite Game] by denying them their human personalities, setting them up as
onlyMy Favourite Game is an alternative rock song written by Peter Svensson and Nina Persson for The Cardigans 1998
album Gran Turismo. The song is theTHE FAVOURITE GAME. A film by Bernar Hebert, Canada 2003. Based on the
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novel by Leonard Cohen. Cast: J.R. Bourne, Michele-Barbara Pelletier,
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